
Your Siltac® and Silvex® sample guide

Feel the difference, experience the benefit 
of our Responsive Silicone® Technology



Why have you been given Siltac® or Silvex® ostomy seals?

These new silicone based ostomy seals may have been  
 recommended to you for a number of reasons:
    • You are experiencing leakage
    • You a have mild, moderate or severe skin problems around 
       your stoma (even slightly red skin can still be a skin problem)
    • You are having problems getting a perfect fit of your bag or   
       moulding your current seal
    • You are having problems removing the residue left on your   
       skin when changing

What are Siltac® and Silvex® silicone ostomy seals?

Siltac® and Silvex® are ostomy seals made from a revolutionary 
 new patented, Responsive Silicone® material that protects your  
 skin completely, allows it to breathe, and leaves no residue or mess.



Why are they different from other ostomy products?

Current ostomy products are made from hydrocolloid.   
Hydrocolloid seals or rings absorb liquid (and body waste!)   
to keep it away from the skin. 

Level of absorption therefore becomes one of the most  
 important features of a hydrocolloid. This absorption of   
moisture (and body waste) is important for your current   
product to stick to wet skin.

We believe that having an adhesive containing faeces   
and urine on your skin for lengthy periods of time is   
not a hygienic or effective solution to protect against   
leakage or keep your skin healthy.

Trio Siltac® and Silvex® are soft silicone ostomy seals   
that work completely differently. They do not absorb   
moisture or body waste; for the first time you can have   
a clean and hygienic seal.

Trio Siltac® and Silvex® therefore do not erode, do not   
leave any residue and come off cleanly and pain free.



Comparing Siltac® and Silvex® to your current product

Always a perfect fit 

No Residue

Painless removal

Moves with your stoma 

More hygienic

Does not erode/ longer lasting

Instant adhesion - no waiting or warming

Allows your skin to breathe

Siltac® and Silvex® Current rings and bags



How does it work?

Red/ sore peristomal skin due to contact of 
 output with the skin

By offering complete protection and no scrubbing off 
 residue the skin heals itself and remains healthy

Siltac®/ Silvex® hugs your stoma to create a custom  
 fit, always protecting the skin from harmful output



How to use - Important!

Siltac® and Silvex® hug your stoma, so ensuring you have   
a firm and snug fit.   

Do not use Siltac® and Silvex® in the same way as your   
current products. Please follow the below instructions.

Important: If there are any gaps between the seal and stoma, gently lift that part of the seal and allow it to hug the stoma, removing any gaps.

Gently peel the edge of the seal using thumb and forefinger   
then carefully but firmly pull from the blister pack.

Once the seal has retracted around the stoma,   
gently stick it to the skin

PLEASE NOTE: If you experience any problems fitting the seal try   
the next size down to achieve a more secure fit or contact the 
 details on the reverse side of this leaflet.

Stretch the seal over the stoma and allow it to retract 
 back, forming a perfect seal around the stoma



Available now – Ordering Information

M.0069

Also available at www.TrioOstomyCare.com

Silex® – Silicone flange extender 

20 silicone flange extenders REF TR1060

Silken® – Silicone Stoma Gel 

60gm tube – silicone stoma gel REF TR1070

Pearls® – Super absorbent - gelling & odour control sachets 

Pearls REF TR205

Siltac® – Silicone ostomy seal 

30 silicone cohesive seals (20mm-28mm)

30 silicone cohesive seals (28mm-35mm)

30 silicone cohesive seals (35mm-44mm)

REF TR 1020

REF TR 1028

REF TR 1035

Silvex® – Silicone convex seal 

10 silicone convex seals (20mm-30mm)
 
10 silicone convex seals (30mm-40mm)

REF 1020CX

REF 1030CX

Elite® – Sting free adhesive remover 

30 wipes 
 
50ml aerosol

REF TR202

REF TR201

Elisse® – Sting free skin barrier 

30 wipes 
 
50ml aerosol

REF TR203

REF TR204
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